Inhomogeneous propagation of cortical spreading depression-detection by electro- and magnetoencephalography in rats.
Spreading depression (SD) propagates in cortical regions that are different in their morphological and functional characteristics. We tested whether the propagation pattern of spreading depression was different between parts of the cortex. In six adult rats, we recorded the ECoG by a 4 x 4 electrode array that covered parts of the frontal, parietal cortex and the cingulate cortex. Simultaneously a 16-channel magnetoencephalogram was recorded to characterize the development and direction of intracortical ion movements accompanying this phenomenon. Spreading depression was initiated by occipital application of 0.3 molar KCl solution. Depolarization was observed, at first, at lateral cortical regions and then at medial cortical regions. Thereafter, the propagation velocity increased in medial cortical regions and was faster than in lateral regions. Negative potential shifts were detected by all electrodes, but the depolarization reached a maximum over lateral and caudal cortical regions. The recorded magnetic fields indicated the same orientation of currents underlying these fields, which was perpendicular to the wave front and points away from the depolarization region. Overall, the data indicated that propagation patterns of spreading depression differed between parts of the cortex and, thus, propagation was inhomogeneous. This propagation was accompanied by strong currents parallel to the cortical surface.